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«Information technology is not a magic formula or panacea. But it is a
powerful force that can and must be harnessed to our global mission of
peace and development. Timely access to news and information can
promote trade, education, employment, health and wealth.
Information and knowledge are also at the heart of efforts to
strengthen tolerance, mutual understanding and respect for diversity».

Kofi Annan, The Net World Order: bridging the Global Digital Divide conference, 

New York City, 2003



Information and Communications Technologies (ICTs) are currently 
a mighty force that’s boosting the world’s economies.  ICTs have a 
direct impact on technological progress and on the rise of productivity 
in several industries, as well as an indirect impact as a source of 
technological change that influences several areas in society.

TRADE
Mobile devices allow customers to access the product or services information they require, virtually at the
moment. Online shopping channels, digital advertising and other online marketing forms contribute to
the hyper-connected consumer trend. The combined offer of mobile services, cloud computing, mobile
apps, Big Data analytics, social networks, Business Intelligence and many other services, all guided by the
Internet Of Things trend, are a leading factor in the acquisition of services in the world’s economies.

COMMUNICATIONS
Communications are converging as a result of this bandwidth explosion: Digital TV is now more
prevalent than analog TV. The ubiquity of mobile broadband services allows users to consume, share,
create and broadcast content while on the move. Analog telephony is being quickly replaced by Unified
Communications. ICTs help accelerate connectivity and access to information in isolated communities as
part of public and private sustainable development initiatives.

COLLABORATION
Collaboration in Information and Communications Technologies is today a key strategy. Technological
innovation in the ICT sector progresses dramatically, and it currently spans a broad ecosystem of players
and knowledge areas, bringing together hardware, software, internet and telephony providers, content
and app developers, and support vendors. All of these products and services are being facilitated by large
corporations as well as individual developers and open collaboration networks. Content and applications
are an essential part of the value proposal, and the net effect is crucial: technology may only increase
productivity when several people share access to it.

CAREER ADVANCEMENT
ICTs have captured an increasing share of the labor force, and compete with financial and professional
service firms for the best graduates, globally. ICTs are a powerful engine driving development in several
metro areas and communities in every corner of the world. ICT development and innovation centers
allow thousands of people (college students, SMEs and entrepreneurs) to develop and reach their full
potential. Just in Canada, to cite an example, the advent of smart and hyper-connected markets has
generated a demand for qualified ICT personnel that will reach 182,000 positions by 2019.

http://www.forbes.com/sites/sarwantsingh/2014/12/17/top-15-trends-for-2015/2/
Information Society Measurement 2013, ITU Report (http://www.itu.int/en/ITU-D/Statistics/Documents/publications/mis2013/MIS2013_without_Annex_4.pdf
OECD (2015), ICT value added (indicator). doi: 10.1787/4bc7753c-en (Accessed on 08 June 2015)
http://www.siteselection.com/issues/2015/mar/global-ict.cfm
http://www.ictc-ctic.ca/labour-market-outlook-2015-2019-press-release/
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/m-rcbg/CSRI/publications/report_22_EO%20ICT%20Final.pdf



The Role of ICT Services Organizations in 
the Globalization of Information

The worldwide ICT market will reach $3.8 trillion in 2015. 

Wireless data will emerge as the largest ($536 billion) and fastest 
growing (13 %) segment of ICT spending. 

Sales of smartphones and tablets will reach $484 billion, 
accounting for 40% of all ICT spending growth.

Enterprise mobile app development is growing exponentially.

The adoption of cloud services will grow in 2015, with $118 
billion investments on the cloud computing ecosystem. 
Adoption of cloud Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) is expected 
to grow at 36%.

One third of Internet-of-Things spending in 2015 will be focused 
on intelligent embedded devices outside the ICT space.

Most raw compute and storage capacity will move to hyper-scale 
data centers run by public cloud service vendors.

http://conversation.cipr.co.uk/2014/12/09/worldwide-ict-market-will-reach-3-8-trillion-2015/
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/m-rcbg/CSRI/publications/report_22_EO%20ICT%20Final.pdf



Information and Communications Technologies 
are a key element in all sectors of the global 
economy. ICTs:

Cut transaction costs and improve 
productivity.

Widen the geographic scope of 
potential markets.

Offer immediate connectivity, 
improving efficiency, transparency 
and accuracy of information.

Replace other more expensive means 
of communicating and transacting, 
such as meetings or travel.

Multiply market choices and provide 
access to otherwise unavailable goods 
and services.

Streamline communication of 
knowledge and information of every 
kind.



Translation and Globalization in Today's 
Information and Communications 

Technologies Space



Effective communications, in their customers’ and
partners’ language, are a critical element for ICT
organizations to be able to offer their services and
support, and to become effective players in the global
marketplace.



For several global IT organizations, translating and managing their corporate
content (marketing collateral, presales, legal, and delivery documentation) has
become an administrative burden. Keeping up with the complexities of document
versioning and proliferation is no easy task. Intellectual property evolves
continuously; updated information may not always be available in the target
language.

Project resources (consultants, project managers, services executives), though often
multilingual, are seldom experienced linguists. Having IT staff translate and globalize
content keeps them away from more appropriate solution development or business
tasks.

On the other hand, maintaining in-house translation departments can be a costly and
impractical solution since translation services are often a per-project, rather than a
constant, requirement. When not required, idling translation resources may turn into
a financial liability.

Communication between ICT services providers and 
their customers and partners needs to be clear, fast, and 
concise. 

Software developers' work goes to waste and 
applications can be rendered unusable due to a poor 
localization effort. 

Translations done on the fly by improvised translators 
can actually hurt an organization's clout in the 
marketplace.

Content generated and translated by different agents 
makes it hard to maintain language standards.



Different business solution deployments or systems integration projects are
performed by work teams collaborating from different geographies, through onshore-
offshore models. Clarity and quality of information are decisive factors in the success
of an ICT vendor’s service offerings. However, ICT organizations today face different
hurdles when translating their organizational contents.

Rework:  
The same source content is translated over and over by different areas and 
projects. Several drafts of a single document are sent for translation. 

Inconsistency: 
When several stakeholders handle translations, document proliferation and 
terminology discrepancies can become an issue.

In-house translation departments:
Translation services are often a per-project requirement. Idling translation 
resources may turn into a financial liability.

Machine translation: 
Online or desktop translation solutions provide quick turnaround times, but low 
quality.

Large/urgent requirements: 
Translation is often confined at the tail end of the documentation process. When 
it isn’t an integral part of projects, bottlenecks arise. 

Concurrent translation requirements: 
Translation requests from different people and projects can easily overwhelm 
local translation resources. The resulting FIFO (First-In-First-Out) service model 
can slow down the delivery of translations.

Unskilled resources translating documents: 
Multilingual staff may save the day, but they will hardly provide the skills 
necessary to translate content accurately and to ensure its quality.

Common translation practices in ICT

The following chart describes the role played by translation in the development of a 
services proposal for an ICT solution deployment project.



The role of translation in an 
ICT solutions implementation 
project.

Translating documentation keeps project 
resources away from development tasks, and 
having different stakeholders involved in the 
process hurts terminological uniformity.

Translation delivery times vary in terms of 
project resources’ skills and availability.

Documenters and 
other technical resources 
translate the relevant RFP 
and Proposal sections as 
per their profiles.

ICT vendor receives 

RFP document in 

Spanish.

PM shares RFP with 

Onshore and 

Offshore teams.

Onshore team 

drafts its part of the 

proposal in Spanish.

Offshore team 

drafts its part of the 

proposal in English.

PM drafts proposal 

versions; adds 

information 

contributed by 

Onshore and Offshore 

teams.

PM assembles the 

Final Proposal and 

submits it to 

Customer.

Proposal gets 

Customer’s sign-off. 

Project formally 

begins.

Onshore team 

translates RFP 

document to English.

Onshore team 

translates the 

relevant 

information to 

English and 

Spanish.

PROJECT

Several team members 

translate the Onshore-

Offshore Teams 

interactions throughout 

the project.



ICT organizations benefit from working 
with a Language Services Provider



Globalization of corporate content and intellectual property effectively
increases the odds of reaching new markets and transforms the ways in
which global organizations do business.

The solutions of a specialized Language Services Provider (LSP) offer ICT
services organizations a unique competitive advantage. Accurately
translated and globalized content helps ICT vendors to reach new
customers in different geographies. Clarity in information provides
transparency and mitigates the risks inherent to business and regulatory
compliance.
By hiring the services of a specialized LSP, project leaders, consultants,
documenters and other project resources invest time in drafting proposals
and deliverables, leveraging translated contents. This helps ICT
organizations to reduce overhead costs and to streamline their processes.
The flow of information between onshore teams and offshore
development centers can be greatly enhanced by the use of professional
translation services.

LSPs offer specialized services that reduce the hassle 
associated with translating, proofreading and managing 

multilingual contents.



PROJECT

All project 

documentation 

shared between the 

Onshore and 

Offshore Teams is 

swiftly processed by 

the LSP.

ICT vendor receives 

RFP document in 

Spanish.

PM shares RFP 

document with 

Onshore team and 

PSL.

Onshore team 

drafts its part of the 

proposal in Spanish.

Offshore team 
receives RFP 

document in English; 
drafts its part of the 

proposal.

LSP
Translates all project 

documentation 
quickly and 
seamlessly.

PM assembles proposal 

drafts with inputs from 

Onshore and Offshore 

teams, and makes any 

changes needed.

PM assembles the 

Final Proposal and 

submits it to 

Customer.

Proposal gets 

Customer’s sign-off. 

Project formally 

begins.

Information 
required by work 
teams, in the 
language required, is 
available at all times.

The LSP translates all proposal and 
project documentation, ramping up or 
down its resources in terms of urgency 
levels and information volumes.

By leveraging its ICT practice assets 
(glossaries, translation memories, etc.), 
the LSP speeds up the translation 
process and provides terminological 
uniformity so that all project 
information and people are in tune.

The ICT vendor’s technical resources 
thus focus on development tasks while 
the LSP deals with the translation work.

Working with an LSP optimizes and 
streamlines the translation process, 
reducing costs and speeding up 
deliveries.

The solutions offered by your 
LSP help you accelerate project 
implementations



Advantages of working with a Language Services Provider

Ramp-up capabilities: Your LSP can allocate resources as needed to 
tackle urgent and large requirements.

Rework reduced to a minimum: Your LSP streamlines and leverages 
all translation work through the use of Computer Assisted Translation 
(CAT) tools. Repeat translations are done cheaper and faster.

Experts that lower your overhead: By having top-tier talent work for 
your organization, within your budget.

Pay as you go: No monthly fees, no salaries or benefits. Just pay for 
what you use.

ROI: Translation costs can be an integral part of your services 
proposals.

No FIFO: Several areas can request translations at the same time; your 
LSP will serve each as needed.

Specialized skillsets: Your LSP takes care of your content translation 
and globalization needs. Your team members devote their time to 
what they do best.

Language Quality Assurance: Your LSP adheres to corporate glossaries 
and style guides to proofread translations.

Transcreation: Linguists translate information creatively, maximizing 
the cultural relevance of translated content by adapting it to local 
markets.

Project Management: Your LSP speaks your language and leads your 
organization through the entire translation process.



The Guide



The flow of information between ICT organizations and
their customers and partners can be greatly enhanced by
following a few simple steps. Translating and globalizing
your information doesn't have to be complicated.
This guide will help you make sound decisions when hiring
translation services.



When your organization requires translating and/or globalizing
corporate documentation, your surest bet is to hire the services of
a Language Services Provider.

Language Services Providers offer several services that help today’s
Information and Communications Technologies organizations to
meet their communication needs in terms of their multicultural
audiences and target markets.
Known also as a translations agency, a Language Services Provider
(LSP) is an organization that specializes in translating and
managing corporate content so that it is clearly understood by
target audiences. The services of a specialized LSP offer a different
competitive advantage to your business.

High quality levels ensure clarity in all interactions 
between ICT vendors and their customers, and drive 

more business wins.



How is it done?

The following is the typical translation workflow:

You submit the files to be translated to your Language Services 
Provider. 

The LSP Project Manager (PM) submits a quote for the translation 
work, based on the source files word count, as well as urgency and 
required formatting, if any. 

Once you provide sign-off for the quote, The PM assigns 
translatable files to the Translator.

Translator processes and returns the translated files to the PM.

The PM assigns translated files to the Proofreader (editor); the 
Proofreader makes the necessary corrections and edits so that 
translated files conform to style guides and glossaries.

The Proofreader runs translated content through the necessary 
Language Quality Assurance (LQA) processes, and edits where 
needed.

The Proofreader submits all revised files to the PM.

The PM submits all finalized translated documents to you. 

And that's about it. Turnaround times will vary according to word count 
and formatting requirements. Working with your LSP will help your staff 
to focus on what they do best and forget about translating contents.



How expensive is it?
Translation is commonly charged
by the word. The per-word cost is
normally quoted in dollar cents
(USD) or local currency.

For example, you need to translate
a 2-page Word document
containing 300 words, or a 20-
slide PowerPoint presentation
with 300 words' worth of text. If
the per-word rate is, say, $0.06,
the cost of translating any of the
two documents should be exactly
the same: $18.00.

Your LSP normally charges an
additional fee for urgent requests.
Complementary work, such as
extracting text from non-editable
documents or formatting it to fit
certain layouts or designs, can add
a certain percentage to the full
translation fee, though it should
not be deemed as translation
work.

Thus, translation quotes vary in
terms of the size of the content to
be processed and aspects such as
urgency levels or the native and
desired format of documents.

First responders save lives, but 
they're not surgeons

Due to their availability and cost
effectiveness, it is usually
tempting to resort to your
multilingual staff to cover your
translation needs. They may
certainly save the day; however,
they will hardly provide the skills
necessary to translate content
accurately and according to your
organization's requirements. The
quality of content thus processed
may hurt your business clout and
revenues.

Automated translators are 
generally fast and useful…for 

robots
Machine Translation solutions
provide quick turnaround times,
but the low quality of the output
they offer relies on human editing
to be acceptable. In most cases,
computer-generated texts are so
skewed that it is often more viable
to translate them from scratch. It’s
best to use automatic translation
sparingly, and only in order to get
the gist of non-customer-facing
content.



What about quality?
Your LSP should always include
Language Quality Assurance
(LQA) as part of its language
services. LQA is a series of
practices and procedures that your
LSP must follow to ensure
optimal results. LQA includes
proofreading, spell checking, copy
editing, and quality checks for
terminological accuracy, context,
completeness and consistency,
among other aspects.

Computer-Assisted 
Translation

Your LSP uses software as an aid
in the translation process. This is
known as this is known as
Computer-Aided Translation
(CAT), a standard practice in
Language Services. CAT relies on
Translation Memories, actual
databases that save translated texts
to be reutilized and leveraged in
further translation assignments.
Computer Assisted Translation is
particularly useful when
translating minor changes in
drafts or previously translated
documents.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer-assisted_translation 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Translation_memory

CAT tools help translators to spot
changes made on previously-
translated documents, thus
eliminating the need to reprocess
what has been translated before.
The more you work with your
LSP, the more useful and accurate
Translation Memories will be.
This streamlines translation work.
In case you’re wondering, no;
Computer Assisted Translation is
NOT the same as Machine
Translation, since CAT requires
human translators, whereas
Machine Translation is fully
automated.

Different languages for 
different needs

Your LSP may translate from, say,
American English to Latin
American Spanish and back, or
from Canadian French to
Mexican Spanish but not back.
Such language combinations are
commonly known as Language
Pairs. LSPs specialize in different
specific language pairs. Make sure
your LSP handles the specific
language pair you require.



Decide what needs to be 
translated

In order to optimize translation
work in your organization, it is a
good practice to translate only
relevant sections of your content,
or to generate shorter texts and
send them to your LSP for
translation.

Internationalize your content
Design your content proactively
so that it needs minimal changes
in style and terminology when it is
translated to your target
audiences’ languages.

Reuse, reduce, recycle
Your LSP will provide translation
quotes based on the word count
of source content. Keep your
documents word count to a
minimum by revising and deleting
redundant terms or unnecessary
padding in your texts. Take an
inventory of your content and
assess the business need of
translating it; it may have been
translated before.

Editable is best
Whenever possible, submit
editable files for translation
(Word, Excel, PowerPoint,
etc.). File formats such as
PDF, or JPG often require
heavy conversion efforts to
make them translatable, which
slows down the translation
process and drives costs up.

Don’t leave it to the last 
minute

Including translation efforts as
part of all your global
communication projects and
marketing campaigns will help
you cut costs and speed up
deliveries.

Other Services
Your organization may require
language services beyond
translation, such as localization,
interpretation services for events
and conferences, dubbing and
subtitling of audio and video
media, among others. Ask your
LSP; it probably offers these
services as well.

What else do I need to know?



The globalization of corporate 
content and intellectual property 
increases the odds of reaching 
new markets and transforms the 
ways in which global ICT 
organizations do business.

Our proven translation practices 
offer clarity to our customers' 
communications throughout the 
life cycle of their global projects 
and business initiatives.

Transledia’s services are designed 
to meet the specific 
communication needs of your 
organization, helping you to 
communicate with global 
markets in their own language.

Contact us.

transledia.com

Please contact us at info@transledia.com

For tips and news on translation and 
globalization, visit our Blog

@Transledia

www.facebook.com/transledia

www.linkedin.com/company/transledia
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